Abstract
a relatively uniform expansion by a factor of 1.55 on the depth profiles ( Figure 3b) . As a 160 result, we used the two-way-time data to measure parameters such as fault throw and the 161 amplitude of the hangingwall folds. However, when we analysed attributes such as fault dip, 
Methods

169
We used several methods to analyse the distribution and growth of the faults and folds: 
Throw-distance (T-x) profiles and throw-depth (T-z) profiles enabled us to investigate
244
Fault dips are commonly observed to be gentler within the syn-rift and late pre-rift sequences
245
(mechanical units 3 and 2) compared with the early pre-rift sequence (MU 1) (e.g. see to generate pronounced convex upward fault geometries (Figure 4c and 4d) Jurassic sequence.
312
The relationship between vertical segmentation and folding is illustrated in Figure 4c and 4d.
313
Here, we observe that segments b, e and f dip gently within the syn-rift section and that the amplitude of fault propagation-fold, the amount of throw, and the geometry of the fault bend. Isochore thickness maps provide insights not only into the growth of the faults but also on the 345 early growth and development of the fault related folds. Figure 11 shows the stratigraphic 
332
Summary of key observations and inferences
374
These high expansion indices can be an indicator of the high displacement rates on these two 375 faults during deposition H3-H4, which is consistent with their early breaching of the surface.
376
We propose a mechanical explanation for these observations in the Discussion section. are typically larger than the fold amplitudes of horizon H3 (Figure 13a and b) . have displacement maxima within MU 1 (e.g. Figure 6 ). The smaller fold amplitude to total 519 throw ratios associated with conjugate faults (Figure 13) Figure 13 a. Ratio of fold amplitude to total throw vs. total throw for horizon H3 (part of mechanical unit 2) measured on both 2D and 3D seismic data on two types of faults, simple normal faults and conjugate normal faults. b. Ratio of fold amplitude to total throw vs. total throw for horizon H4 (part of mechanical unit 3). c. Fold amplitude vs. total throw measured for the two horizons, H3 and H4. d. Fold amplitude vs. total throw for horizon H3 measured on faults from the 3D seismic data set only. A, B, C are measurement localities for the faults displayed in Figure 9 . The vectors show possible evolution of folding with increasing fault throw (see text for explanation). Fault-propagation folds are characterized by vectors with a gradient of 1.0 (folding = throw), while fault-bend folds are characterized by vectors with gradients from 0.11 to 0.5. The gradients correlate with the change in fault dip within mechanical unit 2 with higher gradients reflecting a larger change in fault dip (see Figure 9 ). 
